Direct dark matter detection focuses on elastic scattering of dark matter particles off nuclei. In this study, we explore inelastic scattering where the nucleus is excited to a low-lying state of 10 − 100 keV, with subsequent prompt de-excitation. We calculate the inelastic structure factors for the odd-mass xenon isotopes based on state-of-the-art large-scale shell-model calculations with chiral effective field theory WIMP-nucleon currents. For these cases, we find that the inelastic channel is comparable to or can dominate the elastic channel for momentum transfers around 150 MeV. We calculate the inelastic recoil spectra in the standard halo model, compare these to the elastic case, and discuss the expected signatures in a xenon detector, along with implications for existing and future experiments. The combined information from elastic and inelastic scattering will allow for the determination of the dominant interaction channel within one experiment. In addition, the two channels probe different regions of the dark matter velocity distribution and can provide insight into the dark halo structure. The allowed recoil energy domain and the recoil energy at which the integrated inelastic rates start to dominate the elastic channel depend on the mass of the dark matter particle, thus providing a potential handle to constrain its mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical evidence indicates that the milky way disc is embedded into a non-baryonic dark matter halo [1] , which could be made of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [2] . The WIMP dark matter hypothesis is testable, as WIMPs may be detected directly by scattering off nuclei in low-background underground detectors, indirectly by observing annihilation products above astrophysical backgrounds, and by producing them at the LHC [3] . In direct detection experiments, only the elastic scattering channel, with an exponential nuclear recoil energy spectrum, is usually exploited [4] .
Another avenue to direct detection is to observe inelastic WIMP-nucleus scattering, inducing transitions to low-lying excited states [5] . The experimental signature is a nuclear recoil together with the prompt de-excitation photon. In odd-mass nuclei with low-lying excited states, a galactic WIMP with sufficient kinetic energy can induce inelastic excitations. Xenon is an excellent target material because natural xenon contains the odd Xe. The nuclear decays are electromagnetic M1 and E2 with halflives of 0.97 ns and 0.48 ns, respectively. Searches for inelastic scattering have been performed in the past [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Here, we show that inelastic WIMP-nucleus scattering in xenon is complementary to elastic scattering for spindependent interactions, as the inelastic channel dominates the integrated spectra above ∼ 10 keV energy deposition, depending on the WIMP mass. This aspect not only provides a consistency check for a xenon experiment, but in the case of dark matter detection via this channel, it would offer a clear indication for the spin-dependent nature of the fundamental interaction. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II, we calculate the structure factors for inelastic WIMP-nucleus scattering, which is dominated by spin-dependent interactions for the relevant low-lying excited states. The kinematics of inelastic scattering is described in Sect. III. In Sect. IV, we explore the expected inelastic signature in a xenon dark matter detector and compare it with the signal region for elastic nuclear recoils. Finally, we discuss in Sect. V the implications of this signature for current and future dark matter detectors such as LUX, LZ, XENON, XMASS, and DARWIN, and conclude.
II. INELASTIC STRUCTURE FACTORS A. Nuclear structure and WIMP-nucleon currents
The calculation of inelastic WIMP scattering off nuclei requires a reliable description of the structure of the initial and final nuclear states as well as the WIMP-nucleon currents. Because low-lying transitions occur in oddmass isotopes with different spins of the ground and excited states, spin-dependent WIMP scattering generally dominates for the inelastic channel (see Ref. [10] , which studied the spin-independent case). We therefore consider only spin-dependent WIMP-nucleon interactions.
We perform state-of-the-art large-scale nuclear structure calculations for 129 Xe and 131 Xe using the shellmodel code ANTOINE [11] and the GCN5082 interaction [12, 13] in the 0g 7/2 , 1d 5/2 , 1d 3/2 , 2s 1/2 , and 0h 11/2 valence space on top of a 100 Sn core as in Refs. [14, 15] . For 129 Xe, the number of particle excitations into the last three orbitals was limited to three; for 131 Xe, we perform an exact diagonalization. These present the largest valence spaces with nuclear interactions that have been tested in nuclear structure and decay studies. The resulting energy spectra show a very good overall agreement with experimental data [14] , and the spins of the ground and first excited states are correctly predicted, a clear improvement with respect to previous work [16] . The calculated excitation energies for the first excited states in 129 Xe and 131 Xe, 107 keV and 37 keV, are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values, given these very small energies. Note that for the inelastic WIMPnucleus cross sections, we will use the experimental excitation energies, so the calculation uses as input only the wave functions of the nuclear states.
While WIMPs interact with quarks, at the momentum scales relevant to nuclei and WIMP-nucleus scattering, the relevant degrees of freedom are nucleons and pions. In this regime, chiral effective field theory (EFT) provides a systematic expansion in powers of momentum Q for the coupling of WIMPs to nucleons based on the symmetries of QCD. At leading orders Q 0 and Q 2 , chiral EFT predicts one-body (1b) currents given by [14, 15] 
where the sum is over all A nucleons in the nucleus, and we consider spin-1 /2 WIMPs. These 1b currents are similar to the phenomenological currents that have been used in spin-dependent WIMP scattering off nuclei [17] . Here, a 0 and a 1 are the isoscalar and isovector WIMP-nucleon couplings; σ i and τ 3 i are spin and isospin matrices; and p = p i − p f denotes the momentum transfer from nucleons to WIMPs. g A (p 2 ) and g P (p 2 ) are the axial and pseudoscalar couplings including Q 2 corrections given in Ref. [14] , g A (0) = g A and m is the nucleon mass.
In addition to the coupling through 1b currents, chiral EFT predicts two-body (2b) currents at order Q 3 , where WIMPs couple to two nucleons [14] . Two-body currents are quantitatively important in medium-mass and heavy nuclei because the momentum Q involved is not only sensitive to the momentum transfer but also to the typical momenta of nucleons in nuclei, which is higher (of order of the Fermi momentum) [18] . The normal-ordered 1b part of the dominant long-range 2b currents is derived summing over occupied states in a spin-isospin symmetric reference state, which we take as a Fermi gas [14, 15, 18] . This is expected to be a very good approximation due to phase-space considerations [19] and allows direct comparison to Eq. (1). The inclusion of the long-range 2b currents leads to additional contributions to the isovector axial and pseudoscalar currents. Combining the 1b and 2b currents to order Q 3 gives [15]
with a momentum-and density-dependent renormalization of the axial-vector and pseudoscalar parts, δa 1 (p) and δa
with density ρ, pion mass and decay constant m π , F π , and chiral EFT low-energy couplings c 3 , c 4 ,ĉ 6 . The values for the couplings and the functions I
P (ρ, p), and I c6 (ρ, p) (due to integrals in the exchange terms) are given and explained in detail in Ref. [15] .
The uncertainties in chiral 2b currents are dominated by the uncertainties of the c 3 and c 4 coupling. Considering a conservative range of values accepted in the literature leads to δa 1 (0) = −(0.14 − 0.32) [15] (the dependence on p is very weak), so that 2b currents reduce the axial part of the WIMP-nucleon currents. On the other hand, δa P 1 (m π ) = 0.23 − 0.54 [15] , leads to an enhancement of the pseudoscalar part. This enhancement vanishes at p = 0, due to the pseudoscalar nature, but increases with momentum transfer.
B. Structure factors
Based on the initial (i) and (f ) final states, we calculate the structure factors of inelastic, spin-dependent WIMP-nucleus scattering. The structure factor S A (p) receives contributions from longitudinal (L 5 ), transverse electric (T el5 ) and transverse magnetic (T mag5 ) multi-poles [15] :
where the detailed expressions for the multipoles in terms of the 1b+2b currents of Eq. (2) are given in Ref. [15] (see Eqs. (22)- (24)). Due to parity conservation, only odd/even L multipoles contribute for the electric/magnetic multipoles when the inelastic transition is between nuclear states with the same parity (as is the case for xenon). While magnetic multipoles do not contribute to elastic scattering because of time-reversal symmetry, they do contribute to the inelastic case [15] . The inelastic structure factors for WIMP scattering off 129 Xe and 131 Xe are shown in Figure 1 . Our results are presented in terms of the structure factors with "proton-only" (a 0 = a 1 = 1) and "neutron-only" (a 0 = −a 1 = 1) couplings, S p (u) and S n (u), as a function of the dimensionless momentum transfer u = p 2 b 2 /2 with harmonic-oscillator length b. These coupling choices are more sensitive to protons and neutrons, respectively. Because xenon has an even number of protons, practically all the spin, and therefore the nuclear spin response, is dominated by neutrons, which also dominate the "proton-only" structure factors at low momentum transfer through the proton-neutron strong interaction in 2b currents. For an extended discussion see Ref. [15] . Data files of both the elastic [14, 15] and inelastic structure functions are available as Supplemental Material in the Appendix.
In Figure 2 we compare the inelastic structure factors to the elastic ones from Refs. [14, 15] for the experimentally relevant region. At p = 0, both inelastic S p (u) and S n (u) are significantly smaller than their elastic counterparts, a factor 10 for 129 Xe and more than two orders of magnitude for 131 Xe. However, for both isotopes, we observe a maximum in the inelastic structure factors at low momentum transfer, which was also found in previous calculations [16, 20] . This feature is absent in elastic scattering, where the maximum always occurs at p = 0 and then sharply decreases [14, 15] . As a result, for u = 1 − 2 (p = 125 − 175 MeV), the inelastic channel is comparable to the elastic one. This is relevant because it is within the range of allowed momentum transfers in inelastic scattering (see Sect. III). In particular, for 129 Xe, the inelastic structure factors even dominate their elastic counterparts. For 131 Xe, the inelastic structure factors are slightly smaller but comparable to the elastic case.
Similar results comparing inelastic and elastic scattering were found in Ref. [16] , although their structure factors are very different to ours. For example, in 129 Xe, the inelastic structure factor is always decreasing in Ref. [16] ; for 131 Xe, the suppression of the inelastic response at p = 0 is an order of magnitude smaller than in our case, which is compensated by a rather flat momentumtransfer dependence; and both elastic and inelastic structure factors for 131 Xe in Ref. [16] are larger than ours at u ∼ 1. These differences are due to the well-tested interactions and the smaller truncations in the present calculations (see also Ref. [14] ).
To understand the behavior at p = 0 and the maxima in the inelastic structure factors compared to the elastic case, we have to consider the spin and parity of the ground state of 129 Xe, 1 /2 + , and its first excited state, 3 /2 + . The situation is reversed in 131 Xe with a 3 /2 + ground state and a 1 /2 + first excited state. Therefore, only L = 1, 2 multipoles contribute to inelastic scattering. For elastic scattering, where the magnetic multipoles do not contribute, the allowed multipoles are L = 1 for 129 Xe and L = 1, 3 for 131 Xe. At p = 0, only L = 1 multipoles contribute to the scattering, and only orbitals of the initial and final states with the same orbital angular momentum l can be connected [15] . Because these contributions are naturally maximal in elastic scattering, but smaller when nucleons are excited into different l orbitals, there is a strong reduction in the inelastic structure factors at p = 0 compared to the elastic case.
At p > 0, all multipoles contribute, and inelastic scattering is no longer suppressed, leading to a maximum in the structure factor. Moreover, because magnetic multipoles with L = 2 only contribute to inelastic scattering, this response will be enhanced with respect to the elastic case. The extent of the suppression at p = 0 and the maximum of the inelastic structure factor depend on the nuclear structure details of the states involved and on the relative contribution of the magnetic multipoles. For p = 0, considering 1b currents only, the inelastic structure factors can be related to the spin part of magnetic dipole B(M 1) transitions. However, a precise fine-tuning to experimental B(M 1) values probes different physics because, first, 2b currents are different for electromagnetic and WIMP-nucleon interactions and, second, magnetic multipoles vanish at p = 0, while they are crucial for the inelastic structure factors.
III. KINEMATICS OF INELASTIC SCATTERING
Given the promising results for the inelastic structure factors, we calculate the expected recoil spectra for inelastic dark matter scattering. The WIMP-nucleus scattering must conserve momentum and energy:
where q i and q f are the initial and final WIMP momenta, q = q i − q f (= −p) is the momentum transfer, m χ is the WIMP mass, and E * the excitation energy of the nucleus. The nuclear recoil energy is given by
with mass of the nucleus m A . Eliminating q f in Eq. (7), this leads to a quadratic equation for q,
with the reduced mass µ = m A m χ /(m A + m χ ), initial WIMP velocity v i = q i /m χ , and where β is the angle between q i and q. This equation has two solutions:
This leads to two constraints:
and
where the allowed range is cos β 0. The upper limit in Eq. (11) on the excitation energy shows that the inelastic excitation is more sensitive to WIMPs with high velocities in the tail of the dark matter halo distribution. Because q − (q + ) is monotonically decreasing (increasing) with respect to v i cos β, the absolute minimal (maximal) momentum transfer occurs at v i cos β = v i for cos β = 1. This defines the minimal and maximal recoil energies:
In the Earth's rest frame, the maximal v i is given by v esc + v Earth , where v esc and v Earth denote the galactic escape velocity and Earth's speed in the galaxy, respectively. We assume v esc = 544 km/s and a average v Earth = 232 km/s in subsequent calculations. As i → E * , the domain of recoil energies over which the recoil spectrum is defined shrinks, converging to the value (µv i ) 2 /2m A = µE * /m A . Table I gives the minimal and maximal recoil energies for the two xenon isotopes and various WIMP masses.
We calculate the nuclear recoil spectra for elastic and inelastic, spin-dependent WIMP scattering off 129 Xe and 131 Xe following Ref. [21] :
where the WIMP-nucleus cross section σ is given by [17] :
R 0 = 361 events/(kg d) is the total event rate per unit mass for the Earth being at rest and an infinite escape velocity, E 0 is the most probable kinetic energy of an incident WIMP (given in terms of the the characteristic parameter of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution v 0 ), ρ 0 is the local WIMP density in our galaxy [22] , and r is a kinematic factor r = 4µ/(m A + m χ ). J i is the nuclear spin in the initial state, µ nucleon is the WIMP-nucleon reduced mass, and σ nucleon is the zero momentum transfer cross-section for the nucleon. g(v min ) is the integral containing information about the WIMP velocity distribution f (v + v Earth ) [23] :
where the integral is from v min , and the velocity distribution f (v + v Earth ) is truncated at v esc . Figure 3 shows the normalized velocity integral, g(v min )/g(0), for three WIMP velocity distributions [25] : the Standard Halo Model [25] , the Double Power Law profile [26] , and the Tsallis model [27, 28] . The different types of interactions are sensitive to different velocities. While for elastic scatters, the lowest v min is determined by a detector's energy threshold, in the inelastic 131 Xe (yellow) scattering. In the elastic case, vmin is calculated at XENON100's nuclear recoil energy threshold of ∼ 7 keV (neglecting the difference in the nuclear mass number A) [24] . case the lowest v min occurs at 2E * /µ (or recoil energy E R = µE * /m A , see the discussion above). Figure 4 shows the differential recoil spectra for scattering off 129 Xe and 131 Xe for "neutron-only" couplings and for the structure factors that include chiral 1b+2b currents. The elastic structure factors are taken from Ref. [15] . The widths of the bands reflect the theoretical uncertainties in the WIMP-nucleon currents. The elas-tic, spin-dependent spectra are shown for comparison. For illustration, we show all spectra here and in the following over a wide range of expected rates but note that, for the interpretation of future experimental results, only the highest-rate parts will be relevant. As expected, the inelastic spectra fall to zero at the bounds of the recoil energy, and the domain for 131 Xe is smaller because of the higher excitation energy compared to 129 Xe.
IV. SIGNATURES OF INELASTIC DARK MATTER SCATTERING
Dark matter detectors that use liquid xenon can be expected among those most sensitivite to inelastic, spindependent WIMP scattering [29] . In these detectors, the nuclear recoil and subsequent gamma emission will occur at the same space-time coordinates: the half-lives of the lowest excited states in 129 Xe and 131 Xe are 0.97 ns and 0.48 ns, respectively, and the mean free paths of gammas with energies of 39.6 keV and 80.2 keV in liquid xenon are ∼ 0.15 mm and 0.92 mm, whereas experimental resolutions are typically of order 10 ns and 3 mm [30] . Experiments can therefore search for a total energy deposition,
in the detector, where E vis is the observed energy and f (E R ) is an energy-dependent quenching factor for nuclear recoils [21] . Only a fraction f (E R ) of the nuclear recoil energy will be transferred to electronic excitations. These can be observed as scintillation light in a single-phase detector or as prompt scintillation and delayed charge signals in liquid xenon time projection chambers [31, 32] ; the rest is transferred to heat and remains undetected. Figure 5 shows the differential nuclear recoil spectra for inelastic scattering off 129 Xe and 131 Xe, the differential energy spectra of the de-excitation gammas, and the sum of these two contributions. The energy scale is based on the total number of quanta detected in a liquid xenon dark matter experiment. For nuclear recoils, we assume the Lindhard theory [33] with a conservative choice of the proportionality constant between the electronic stopping power and the velocity of the recoiling xenon atom, k = 0.110, as shown in Figure 1 of Ref. [34] . For the gamma lines, we assume an energy resolution as obtained in the XENON100 detector at these energies in inelastic neutron-xenon scatters [30] , using a linear combination of the primary scintillation and proportional scintillation signals [35] : σ/E = 9% at 40 keV and σ/E = 6.5% at 80 keV.
Due to the prompt gamma from the nuclear deexcitation, the region of interest for the dark matter search is shifted to higher energies compared to elastic scattering. Thus, experiments can search in their observed differential energy spectra for clear structures around 40 Xe (bottom). Shown is the nuclear recoil spectrum (blue), the de-excitation gamma (green), and their sum (red), assuming realistic detector resolution and quenching of the nuclear recoil signal. As in Figure 4 , results are shown with chiral 1b+2b currents, where the bands include the uncertainties due to WIMP-nucleon currents, and we have assumed "neutron-only" couplings of a 100 GeV WIMP with σ nucleon = 10 −40 cm 2 .
suppression is particularly pronounced for WIMP masses below ∼ 100 GeV (see Figure 7) . In near-future detectors, observed event rates are expected to be small. While a precise measurement of the differential energy spectrum will thus be statistically prohibited, integrated rates can provide valuable insight. Figure 6 shows the integrated spectra for elastic and inelastic scattering of a 100 GeV WIMP as well as their sum, while Figure 7 displays these for a range of WIMP masses. These spectra are shown for natural xenon, thus the isotopic contributions of each isotope, given by Eq. (14) , are weighted by the aforementioned abundances. The inelastic channel is favored over the elastic one at momentum transfers above 36 MeV, 45 The differential spectra are integrated from a given threshold value Evis to infinity. The inelastic contributions dominate over the elastic ones for moderate energy thresholds. As in Figure 4 , results are shown with chiral 1b+2b currents, where the bands include the uncertainties due to WIMP-nucleon currents. Figure 6 for various WIMP masses from 25 − 500 GeV. The solid black curve is for a 100 GeV WIMP as in Figure 6 . In all cases, minimum energies in Evis exist, above which the inelastic channel dominates the elastic one. The spectrum for a 500 GeV WIMP is lower than the for 250 GeV, because the particle number density in the galaxy decreases with increasing mass.
recoil energies of 5 keV, 8 keV, 12 keV, 19 keV and 24 keV) for WIMP masses of 25, 50, 100, 250 and 500 GeV, respectively. Should both elastic and inelastic signatures be observed by a current or future xenon experiment, it would offer a strong case for the spin-dependent nature of WIMP-nucleon interactions. On the other hand, if signal-like events are observed with no excess signal in the spin-dependent inelastic channels, this would indicate a spin-independent nature of WIMP-nucleon interactions.
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR DARK MATTER SEARCHES AND CONCLUSIONS
Current xenon-based dark matter experiments are either single-phase (liquid) detectors or dual-phase (liquid/gas) time projection chambers (TPCs) [31, 32] . In single-phase detectors, a large liquid xenon volume is instrumented with photodetectors, and the prompt scintillation light signal is observed. In a TPC, the prompt light signal is observed with two arrays of photosensors, and, in addition, free electrons are drifted away from the interaction site toward the vapor phase above the liquid and detected via an amplified, proportional scintillation light signal. In both cases, background reduction is achieved by self-shielding and fiducialization, namely the selection of an inner, low-background liquid xenon volume based on the reconstructed vertex of each event. For TPCs, an additional tool to distinguish background from signal events is the charge-to-light ratio [36] , which depends on the electronic stopping power dE/dx, and hence on the type of particle interaction.
Operational liquid xenon dark matter experiments such as XENON100 [30] and XMASS [37] have reached overall background levels of ∼ 0.01 events/(kg d keV) [38] and ∼ 0.7 events/(kg d keV) [39] , respectively, in the energy region < 200 keV. This implies sensitivities to inelastic, spin-dependent WIMP-nucleon cross sections of 3.8×10 −36 cm 2 (XENON100) and 1.3×10 −33 cm 2 (XMASS) for a WIMP with mass 130 GeV. These sensitivities are four (XENON100) and seven (XMASS) orders of magnitude worse than the current best limit for spindependent interactions from XENON100 at this WIMP mass, but could be improved by a dedicated analysis. A temporal or spatial coincidence between the nuclear recoil and the de-excitation gamma cannot be employed to further suppress the background for aforementioned reasons related to detector resolution. However, the observed background spectra are flat in this energy range, and no peak-like structures are expected from internal (such as 222 Rn and 85 Kr) or external sources. Fast neutrons can in principle inelastically scatter off xenon nuclei, and in fact, interactions from 241 AmBe neutrons or similar sources are used as calibration sources for both elastic and inelastic interactions [30] . However, current dark matter experiments are designed such that a background level of 1 elastic nuclear recoil per given exposure is expected from neutrons, implying an even lower rate for inelastic neutron scatters. Hence, a dedicated analysis can search for a peak-like enhancement in an otherwise flat background spectrum. Additionally, twophase detectors can discriminate between the purely electronic recoil background and the WIMP-induced signal, which contains an additional nuclear recoil component based on the charge-to-light ratio. The LUX experiment [40] , which started a first physics run in 2013, is expected to reach a background level that is a factor 10 below the one of XENON100. Future experiments such as XMASS-5t [41] , XENON1T [42] , LZ [43] , and DARWIN [44, 45] are to lower their backgrounds by yet another factor of 100 − 1000, compared to XENON100.
This reduction can be expected to continue until the overall electronic-recoil background will be dominated by irreducible neutrinoelectron scatters from solar neutrinos at the level of 8×10 −6 events/(kg d keV) [44] , at which point further improvements in sensitivity to this interaction channel will be inhibited.
A particular experiment, using the same detector, target, and isotopic abundances, can measure both the elastic and inelastic recoil spectra. Because, for a given halo model, the ratio of the cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering is fixed, these measured spectra would provide insight into the characteristics of the dark matter halo. For instance, the relative contributions of the elastic and inelastic scattering to the spin-dependent channel may be compared in order to inspect the WIMP velocity distribution. The fraction of the event rate that each channel contributes is necessarily connected to the integral of the velocity distribution given in Eq. (14) and shown in Figure 3 , such that any deviation from the expected contributions would reflect a deviation in the expected WIMP velocity distribution.
The mass of the dark matter particle is uniquely connected to both the recoil energy domain and to the point at which the inelastic channel dominates the elastic one, thereby providing two methods by which to use the observed spectra to probe the WIMP mass. Table II lists the energies at which the inelastic spectrum starts to dominate the elastic one for the WIMP masses considered in Sect. IV. Due to the kinematic constraints discussed in Sect. III, inelastic scattering is not possible for 129 Xe at WIMP masses below 14 GeV or for 131 Xe at masses below 31 GeV.
Once a potential dark matter signal is observed in a xenon-based experiment, one could use a target enriched or depleted in 129 Xe and 131 Xe. Thus, one would control the ratio of odd-even isotopes to enhance or deplete certain types of interactions. While the observed rate in the spin-independent channel would remain roughly unchanged, the rate in the spin-dependent channel, both elastic and inelastic, would increase or decrease with the fraction of odd xenon isotopes in the detector.
Inelastic scattering of dark matter can also be studied in other isotopes considered for searches of spindependent WIMP scattering. The nucleus 73 Ge would be especially promising [46] as it has a very low-lying state at 13 keV, plus two other low-lying excited states at 67 and 69 keV. In addition, 127 I [47] has a low-lying state at 58 keV. The first excited states of lighter isotopes relevant to experimental searches ( 19 F and 23 Na) have higher excitation energies > 100 keV. Combined with the smaller reduced WIMP-nucleus mass, these lighter nuclei are therefore not sensitive to inelastic scattering.
In conclusion, we have shown that for spin-dependent WIMP-nucleus interactions, inelastic scattering dominates over elastic scattering if the momentum transfer is above a value that is still kinematically accessible for galactic dark matter to scatter off a terrestrial xenon target. To this end, we performed detailed calculations of the inelastic, spin-dependent nuclear structure factors for 129 Xe and 131 Xe, which include estimates of the theoretical uncertainties in WIMP-nucleon currents. If the observed energy in a given detector is limited to a value above 4 − 16 keV, depending on the WIMP mass, the sensitivity to spin-dependent WIMP-nucleon interactions will be given by the inelastic channel alone. This can have important consequences for the appropriate analysis strategy. In addition, it is conceivable that detectors that are optimized for a higher energy threshold but lower radioactive background levels [48] can obtain competitive spin-dependent WIMP sensitivity using this channel alone, provided their target contains an isotope with an exited state that is kinematically accessible. Finally, this additional detection channel can provide useful information to disentangle a potential nuclear recoil signal from other nuclear recoil backgrounds. If signal events are observed in the elastic channel, simultaneous detection of signal events in the inelastic channel will point towards a spin-dependent nature of the interaction. With sufficient statistics, data from a single detector can be analyzed to extract information about the particle mass and the dark matter halo in a fully complementary way, breaking degeneracies otherwise inherent to analyses focusing on the elastic channel alone.
TABLE III. Fits to the isoscalar/isovector structure factors S00, S11 and S01 as well as "proton-only" and "neutron-only" structure factors Sp and Sn for spin-dependent WIMP elastic scattering off 129 Xe and 131 Xe nuclei from Ref. [15] , including 1b and 2b currents as in Fig. 2 . The upper and lower limits from the theoretical error band were used for the fit. The fitting function of the dimensionless variable u = p 2 b 2 /2 is Sij(u) = e −u 9 n=0 cij,nu n . The rows give the coefficients cij,n of the u n terms in the polynomial.
129 Xe elastic IV. Fits to the isoscalar/isovector structure factors S00, S11 and S01 as well as "proton-only" and "neutron-only" structure factors Sp and Sn for spin-dependent WIMP inelastic scattering off 129 Xe nuclei, including 1b and 2b currents as in Fig. 1 . The upper and lower limits from the theoretical error band were used for the fit. The fitting function of the dimensionless variable u = p 2 b 2 /2 is Sij(u) = e −u 13 n=0 cij,nu n . The rows give the coefficients cij,n of the u n terms in the polynomial. V. Fits to the isoscalar/isovector structure factors S00, S11 and S01 as well as "proton-only" and "neutron-only" structure factors Sp and Sn for spin-dependent WIMP inelastic scattering off 131 Xe nuclei, including 1b and 2b currents as in Fig. 1 . The upper and lower limits from the theoretical error band were used for the fit. The fitting function of the dimensionless variable u = p 2 b 2 /2 is Sij(u) = e −u 13 n=0 cij,nu n . The rows give the coefficients cij,n of the u n terms in the polynomial. 
